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48” THE SKY IS FALLING 

At the end of the third game turn place an  

objective marker in the centre of the table. Then roll for 

scatter 2D6 + 6”. If a hit is rolled it will only scatter 1D6 + 

3”. This objective is worth 15 VP at the end of the game. 

 

This game lasts 6 Turns. 

PRIMARY MISSION 

FIND THE STASH…. OF BOOZE 

Place 6 OBJ markers. At the end of your 2nd player turn & every 

turn after - roll a D6 for each OBJ you control. If a 6 is rolled, 

discard all the other OBJs. You have found the stash. The stash 

can be picked up by moving INFANTRY or WALKERS (Not Super 

Heavies) into base contact in the move phase. The OBJ stays 

with the unit until destroyed.  If destroyed in Close Combat the 

winner steals it. If destroyed by shooting it stays where the unit 

died. The unit with the stash cannot run. The stash is worth 15 

VP at the end of the game.  Use random game length. 

PRIMARY MISSION 

I WANT THAT NOW! 

BEFORE deployment but AFTER sides have been chosen, 

place an objective in your deployment zone starting with 

the player who chose first. Also place an objective in the 

centre of the table. Your objective is worth ZERO VP. 

Your opponents is worth 10 VP. The centre objective is 

worth 5 VP to either player. All units except Flyers that 

are not hovering count as scoring. This game lasts 5 

Turns. 

PRIMARY MISSION 

KILL THEIR BOSS WITH YOUR BOSS 

Killing your opponents WARLORD with your WARLORD is 

worth 10 VP (Close combat or Direct Fire Weapons and 

shooty psychic powers) - so no cheeky orbital bombard-

ments or similar shennanigans). All other characters,  

independent characters or your WARLORD destroyed by 

any unit are worth 1 VP. 

 

This game uses random game length. 

PRIMARY MISSION 

B AGGRESSIVE. B. B. AGGRESSIVE. 

Every unit killed in close combat is worth 2 VP. Every unit 

killed by sweeping advance is worth a bonus 1 VP. Every 

character slain in a challenge is also worth a bonus 1 VP. 

Lords of War if destroyed in close combat are worth a 

further 3 VP bonus. Units killed by shooting regardless of 

type are only worth 1 VP. 

 

This game uses random game length. 

PRIMARY MISSION 

I WANT THAT PIECE OF REAL ESTATE 

Place 5 objectives on the table BEFORE you determine 

deployment sides and first turn. Each objective you hold 

at the end of the game is worth 3 VP. Objectives you hold 

in your opponents deployment zone are worth a bonus 

+1 VP. 

 

This game lasts 6 Turns. 

PRIMARY MISSION 

YOUR IN MY SPOT 

At the end of each player turn you gain 2 VP for each unit 

ENTIRELY within the opponents deployment zone. Keep a 

running tally. If that unit leaves the opponents deploy-

ment zone or is destroyed/falling back you lose 2 VP.  

 

This game uses random game length. 

PRIMARY MISSION 



IM DRUNK AND NEED AN EASY MISSION 

Old School Kill points. Each unit or dedicated transport 

you destroy is worth 1 VP. Bonus points apply for 

(Bonuses stack): 

PRIMARY MISSION 

HQ + 1 VP IC + 1 VP EL + 1 VP 

LOW + 3 VP FLY +1 VP HS or Arm 14 Dedicated 

Transport (any facing) + 1 VP 

This mission lasts 5 Turns. Units falling back at the end of 

the game count as destroyed. 

ALWAYS BE CAPPIN’ 

Place 5 objectives on the table BEFORE you determine 

deployment sides and first turn. At the end of your sec-

ond PLAYER turn and every turn thereafter - gain 1 VP for 

every objective you control. 

  

This game lasts 6 Turns. Remember only scoring units can 

cap objectives. Any unit (excluding flyers that are not 

“hovering” if able) can deny. 

PRIMARY MISSION 

WARLORD    

Your opponents Warlord is worth a bonus 2 VP if  

destroyed or falling back at the end of the game. 

 

ATTRITTION 

The player who has lost the LEAST amount of units at the 

end of the game gains 2 VP. 

SECONDARY MISSIONS 

WARLORD    

Your opponents Warlord is worth a bonus 2 VP if  

destroyed or falling back at the end of the game. 

 

KILL IT QUICK 

If you destroy a unit in TURN 1 it is worth 1 VP. Both 

players can attempt this. 

SECONDARY MISSIONS 

LAST MAN STANDING  

The player with the MOST units alive on the board at the 

end of the game gains 2 VP. Unit falling back do not 

count. 

 

KILL IT QUICK 

If you destroy a unit in TURN 1 it is worth 1 VP. Both 

players can attempt this. 

SECONDARY MISSIONS 

LAST MAN STANDING  

The player with the MOST units alive on the board at the 

end of the game gains 2 VP. Unit falling back do not 

count. 

 

FIRST BLOOD 

First player to destroy a unit gains 2 VP.  

SECONDARY MISSIONS 

LAST MAN STANDING  

The player with the MOST units alive on the board at the 

end of the game gains 2 VP. Unit falling back do not 

count. 

 

WARLORD    

Your opponents Warlord is worth a bonus 2 VP if  

destroyed or falling back at the end of the game. 

SECONDARY MISSIONS 

WARLORD    

Your opponents Warlord is worth a bonus 2 VP if  

destroyed or falling back at the end of the game. 

 

FIRST BLOOD 

First player to destroy a unit gains 2 VP.  

SECONDARY MISSIONS 



FIRST BLOOD 

First player to destroy a unit gains 2 VP.  

 

ATTRITTION 

The player who has lost the LEAST amount of units at the 

end of the game gains 2 VP. 

SECONDARY MISSIONS 

KILL IT QUICK 

If you destroy a unit in TURN 1 it is worth 1 VP. Both 

players can attempt this. 

 

ATTRITTION 

The player who has lost the LEAST amount of units at the 

end of the game gains 2 VP. 

SECONDARY MISSIONS 

LAST MAN STANDING  

The player with the MOST units alive on the board at the 

end of the game gains 2 VP. Unit falling back do not 

count. 

 

ATTRITTION 

The player who has lost the LEAST amount of units at the 

end of the game gains 2 VP. 

SECONDARY MISSIONS 

ZERO G 

 

All infantry units (Not Walkers) add 1” to all of their 

movement and plus 3” when running for the entire 

game. You may also reroll a SINGLE 1 result each time 

you attempt  to charge as your units bounce around like 

they are on a jumping  

castle. 

FUN STUFF 

I HATE YOU MORE THAN BIN CHICKENS 

 

There is more rage in the atmosphere than the Anti-Bin 

Chicken Alliance directs towards the dreaded Aussie Bin 

Chicken.  All units on both sides add plus 2 to their base 

Leadership statistic for the entire game (Capped at 10) to 

increase their ability to stay in the fight and not run away 

like pansies. 

FUN STUFF 

PSYKERS RUINED 40k :) 

 

Insert some fluff reason. 

 

All powers cost 1 more than normal to harness. If you 

suffer perils and roll on the perils chart, your opponent 

may force you to reroll the result—good or bad. We sug-

gest buying them a beer and asking them to allow you to 

reroll a crap result. 

FUN STUFF 

I WOULD HAVE WON IF THE GAME LASTED ONE MORE 

TURN. 

 

Dice off with your opponent. The winner keeps this card 

like a get out of jail free card in monopoly. Spend it if you 

wish to force the game into an extra turn once the game 

ends. 

 

 

FUN STUFF 

I NEED THREE ON 2D6 TO MAKE THIS ASSAULT…… OH 

LOOK! I ROLLED TWO AS USUAL  - FML…. 

 

Dice off with your opponent. The winner keeps this card 

like a get out of jail free card in monopoly. Spend it in 

order to reroll one or both dice when attempting to 

charge. 

 

 

FUN STUFF 



HARD FOR HERESY 

 

Shuffle all the FUN STUFF cards except this one and place 

them face down in a pile.  Roll a D6. On a result of 1 to 4 

draw the two top FUN STUFF Cards and apply both to 

this battle. On a 5 or 6 - No FUN STUFF cards will be used 

as your not fun, the dice say so. 

 

 

FUN STUFF 

IM AM SICK OF LOSING GAMES AND REALLY WANT TO 

KILL THAT UNIT FOR SOME SORT OF WARM AND FUZZIE 

 

Dice off with your opponent. The winner keeps this card 

like a get out of jail free card in monopoly. Spend it in 

order to reroll a single to wound roll or armour  

penetration roll to try and get a better result.  

 

 

FUN STUFF 

THIS GAME IS CRAP MY 400 POINT UNIT WAS JUST ONE 

SHOTTED BY A 30 POINT LASCANNON  

Dice off with your opponent. The winner keeps this card 

like a get out of jail free card in monopoly. Spend it in 

order to stop a vehicle from exploding when the result is 

rolled on the damage chart. Instead leave the vehicle in 

place with 1 HULL POINT left and it counts as stunned 

(Regardless of extra armour). Any existing weapon  

destroyed or immobile results carry over. 

FUN STUFF 

WHY DO SINGLE LASCANNONS AND MULTIMELTAS  

ALWAYS MISS - SERIOUSLY WTF?! 

 

Dice off with your opponent. The winner keeps this card 

like a get out of jail free card in monopoly. Spend it in 

order to re-roll a single missed shot. Not useable on Twin 

Linked Weapons, Template or Blast Weapons.. 

 

 

FUN STUFF 


